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All candidates are flawed, none are perfect.  With that in mind I ask the following. 
 What do I reliably know of the candidate?   What does the candidate’s party stand for, promote, 

and pursue?   How honest is the candidate and how moral or ethical is the candidate’s life and how 

reliable the candidate’s word?   What seems to be or is the candidate’s social philosophy?   With what 

sort of people does the candidate associate and collaborate?   Is the candidate seeking the common 

good as a servant or more so seeking personal power? 

 What is the candidate’s position on human life: – embryonic, fetal, childhood, handicapped, 

aged, ill, imprisoned; – regarding abortion, euthanasia, assisted suicide, capital punishment, etc.?  How 

does the candidate view the U.S. Military and its role?   What is the candidate’s position on religious 

liberty?   What principles guide the candidate’s positions on immigration?   What reforms and 

processes for immigration would the candidate support?  What is the candidate’s stance on the 

interrelated importance of national borders, national security, and national identity?   What economic 

principles does the candidate espouse?   What does the candidate consider to be the role of social 

welfare?   What should national fiscal policy be with regard to: – Entitlements, e.g., social security, 

medicare, Medicaid, etc?   – Budget deficits, national debt, taxation, etc.?   What policies and reforms 

would the candidate support legislatively and structurally for U.S. Military Veterans? 

 What are the candidate’s positions and priorities on:  ■Federal policies and role in education 

with regard to states?   ■Impact of federal policies on family?   ■Healthcare and insurance policies?   

■Energy and environmental policies?  ■ International trade and national labor and manufacture 

policies?  ■  National security policies?  ■ The U.S. role in international affairs militarily & 

economically?  ■ NATO and the U.S. role in it?  ■ The United Nations and the U.S. role in it?  

■ National and international security regarding radical Islamic terrorism and its political ideology?  

■ The proper U.S. role in response to regional human rights violations, genocide, refugee crises, 

regional wars, etc.?  ■ Taxation and tax policies, on tax reform?  

 How does the candidate view the U.S. Constitution and the rule of law?  What does the 

candidate understand to be the role of the Federal government?   What judicial principles does the 

candidate hold?  What sort of judicial candidates would the candidate support?   What is the 

candidate’s stance toward the Catholic Church and toward other churches and religions?   What stands 

out in the candidate’s personal history contributing to the candidate’s character? 

  Since the age of 18 I have always voted. I have never considered it an option not to vote, 

especially for major offices.  I would support legislation to have an option for “none of the above,” and 

to have in addition to recall vote a mechanism for a “no confidence” vote.  Often, I have considered my 

vote a choice of the lesser of two evils, an option described in the USCCB document, Forming 

Consciences for Faithful Citizenship.  I am also aware that a voter cannot see all possible future 

outcomes of the ballot and must humbly respect the “law of unintended consequences.”  As far as I can 

project my intentions in the vote, my objectives must be in accord with the moral law of God.  To do 

otherwise is to sin.  Facing moral dilemmas in voting I must intend to do good while avoiding the most 

harm possible.  I may never do evil so that good may follow, for the end does not justify the means.  

To agree with an evil intention of a candidate or party while voting is formally to cooperate in evil and is 

always sinful.  To vote, choosing the lesser of two evils, while disagreeing with the evil intended by a 

candidate or party, while it may be a material cooperation in evil it may also be virtuous insofar as it 

intends to avoid a much graver evil.  Not to vote is the same as voting for whoever is in fact elected and 

it bears a responsibility for any consequential evil while meriting no credit for any good that follows.  

Besides all these religious norms, the U.S. Constitution requires an active, informed, and morally 

virtuous citizenry to secure the liberties of its citizens under the rule of law or it falls to tyranny.  


